David Tort shares 'Our Love'
It's all good, as Spanish hot shot David Tort shares 'Our Love' with the world. It's a sturdy piece of
dance music, featuring vintage techno grooves with cool progressive elements, already supported by
guys like Adam Beyer, Shadow Child and Umek.

Official video: https://youtu.be/m5qZNYhC3Xc

David Tort surely is one of the most influential Spanish artists in the global electronic music scene.
Playing the field over 15 years now, he's been performing all over the world, releasing tons of
impressive tunes on labels like Spinnin' Records, Size, Cr2, DOORN and Musical Freedom, teaming
up with and remixing for a wide range of artists.
Last year, this resulted in a series of high profile festival gigs, several releases on his own HoTL label,
as well as working with house legend Marshall Jefferson and David's HoTL Mix of Kaal's 'EBL' along
with Markem making waves in the club scene.
Also, working with another living legend, Robbie Rivera, resulted in the true underground house tune
'Get Together', released on Spinnin' Deep, supported by lots of DJs, ranging from Groove Armada and
Lost Frequencies to Fedde le Grand and Danny Howard.

'Our Love'
And now, David Tort returns for his first 2017 release, the overwhelming progressive styled track 'Our
Love'. It's a true DJ weapon, electronically charged and with full focus on the floor, while it also
breathes a message of love, as Tort explains himself:
"I needed to make a song dedicated to love, because it’s what inspires me the most. But I needed to
make it without lyrics, and I wanted it to sound totally like me and timeless - not following any but my
own rules. It feels amazing to start the year like this, with the track out on a huge label and amazing
response, from well known techno DJs to the mainstream super stars. I would have never thought it
would turn out like this, I just wanted to make the kind of track you make for DJs, while the crowd can
go on a trip on the dancefloor. 'Our Love' is for everyone!"
DJ support includes: Adam Beyer, Shadow Child, Lane 8, Umek, Wally Lopez, Daniel Bortz,
Wankelmut, Sunnery James & Ryan Marciano, and many more

David Tort - ‘Our Love’
Out now on Spinnin' Deep

https://davidtort.lnk.to/OurLove
SoundCloud | YouTube

